MAF: MINISTRY CATALYST
I, Erin, like to be reminded of the
grandeur of the world sometimes.
I find that I am desensitized to the
wild, beautiful, untouched places of
the world. Our perception is that it
has gotten smaller through our new
levels of connectedness through social
media.
But there are still many places, tucked
away from civilization, struggling to
sustain their way of life, without the
hope of the Gospel. A great number of

organizations and people are seeking
to reach the isolated and change the
outcome of their circumstances but
have great difficulty doing so.
In comes MAF, using the God-given
tools of aviation and technology to
combat the isolating factors that limit
the spread of the Gospel. Elijah likes to
describe these tools as catalysts for
ministry, the driving forces behind the
work to bring physical and spiritual
transformation to people around the

organizations partner with
MAF in 17 countries around the world to reach
seemingly unreachable people.

world. Travel time is one of the biggest
obstacles to ministry workers. MAF
helps dramatically reduce travel time
and provide safe passage to those
working to bring hope to the isolated.

In 2018, MAF saved over 230
years of travel time, globally.
Every flight hour saves 5 days
of travel by foot or ground
transportation.

WHY MAF?
An introverted mechanic is not
usually the image one considers
to fit the mold of a missionary. By
their nature, mechanics enjoy the
sometimes tedious process of fixing
what’s broken, improving what works,
and maintaining the longevity of the
aircraft. Elijah and I thrive on working
behind the scenes of projects that are
deep reaching.

We need partners who, through God’s leading, will commit
to praying for us regularly and will help fund our ministry
through monthly financial giving of $25, $50, or $100 a month.
The monthly support goes towards a pooled fund that covers
staff salary, housing, benefits, and staff related ministry
expenses. The outgoing fund covers the costs of transporting
our family to the field, such as language school, training, and
travel.

PRAISES & PRAYER REQUESTS:
• Please pray with us that our motivation for all that
we do would be out of love for Jesus Christ.
• Pray for us as we embark upon selling our home
and begin to prepare our belongings for our
overseas shipment.
• Thank God that our daughter, Anna, remains
flexible throughout our ever changing schedule.
• Pray that God would give us a deep love for those
we will serve.
• Pray for the MAF bases in Papua, Indonesia as
they aide in rebuilding their communities after
devasting floods.
• Please Pray for the MAF base in Mozambique and
those recently affected by Cyclone Idai.

MAF has a hand in so many ministry
initiatives around the world,
transporting workers to remote areas
where they are needed most. We are
passionate about supporting people
on the front line of the mission field
who are reaching the isolated. Elijah’s
work will enable MAF’s ministry
partners to safely and efficiently reach
the unreachable.

